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We show that for every Borel-measurable mapping d: [oJ]“’ + [R: there exists 
A E [u]“’ and there exists a continuous mapping I? [A]“‘+ [A] <“’ with T(X) E X 
such that for all X, YE [A]“’ it follows that d(X)=.4( Y) iff T(X)= r( Y). In a 
sense, this is generalization of the Erdos-Rado canonization theorem [.I. London 
Math. Sot. 25 (1950), 249-2551. (1: 1985 Academic press, inc. 
0. PRELIMINARIES 
(1) Letters k, 1, m, n denote finite ordinals, as usual, k = (0 ,..., k - 1 $. 
(2) o is the smallest infinite ordinal, the set of nonnegative integers. 
(3) Letters A, B, C, X, Y, 2 denote infinite subsets of o. [A]“’ is the 
set of all infinite subsets of A. 
(4) Letters R, S, T denote finite subsets of w. [A] < ” is the set of all 
finite subsets of A. 
(5) [IAl ‘W is the set of all subsets of A, this can be identified with 
2A, the set of mappings e: A -+ (0, 1). 2A, and hence also [A] <“‘, is a 
topological space, endowed with the product topology (Cantor’s discon- 
tinuum). 
(6) For sets S, XE [o]~:” we write S < X iff max S <: min X. 
(7) A basis of the topological space [w]” is given by all sets 
{SUX(XE [o]“, RX}, SE [o]<(“. 
(8) A subset @ E [o]“’ is a Borel-set if it belongs to the o-algebra 
generated by all open subsets of [w-j”, a mapping d: [A]‘” -+ R is Borel- 
measurable if for all open subsets I c_ R the preimage A ’ (I ) is Borel. [w is 
the set of real numbers. 
(9) A subset A c [o]” is analytic if it is the projection of a Borel-set. 
(10) For a brief outline of descriptive set theory, compare, e.g., [3]. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that, in general, no Ramsey-type theorem is valid for 
infinite subsets of CU. Particularly, assuming V= L, the axiom of construc- 
tibility, there exists a (Cinn$mapping d: [w]” -+ (0, 1 } such that for 
no A E [w]” the restriction d 1 [A]‘” is constant. 
However, Galvin and Prikry [2] showed that for every Borel- 
measurable mapping A: [w]” -+ (0, l} there exists AE [w]” such that 
A ][A]” is a constant mapping. Silver [S] generalized this, showing that 
for every analytic subset .d E [o]“’ there exists A E [o]” such that 
[A]“c,d or [A]‘“nd=@. 
In this paper we investigate arbitrary Borel-measurable mappings A: 
[o]” -+ Iw and show that there always exists A 6 [o]” such that the struc- 
ture of A 1 [A]” can be easily described. 
Our main result is 
MAIN THEOREM. Let A: [co]” -+ R be a Borel-measurable mapping. Then 
there exists AE [CO]” and there exists y: [A] <W -P {“I, ml such that the 
mapping I7 [A]” + [A] ‘W with T(X)= {k~XIy(Xnk)=n} has the 
following properties: 
(i) T(X) E Xfor ail XE [A]‘“, 
(ii) for no X, YE [A]” there exists kfz r( Y) such that T(X) = 
r( Y) n k, i.e., no f(X) is a proper initial segment of some f(Y), 
(iii) for all X, YE [A]” it ,follows that 
A(X) = A( Y) !ff T(X)=l-(Y). 
COROLLARY 1. Let A: [CO]” -+ R be Borel-measurable. Then there exists 
A E Co]” and there exist y, r as in the main theorem satisfying (i), (ii), (iii) 
and 
either T(X) is finite for all XE [A]“, 
or f(X) is infinite for all XE [A]“. 
If we restrict to Borel-measurable mappings with a countable range, then 
each T(X) will be finite. This is slightly stronger than a corresponding 
result of Pudlak and Rod1 [4]. 
Another corollary is the Erdos-Rado canonization theorem. 
COROLLARY 2 [ 11. Let k be a positive integer and let A: [w]” -+ w be 
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an arbitrary mapping. Then there exists A E [w]‘” and there exists 
JC (O,..., k- l> such that for all S, TE [elk it follows that 
A(S)=d(T) iff S:J=T:J, 
wherefor s0 <sl < ... <Sk-, it i~{S~,...,s~-~j: J= {s,li~J}. 
2. PROOF OF MAIN THEOREM 
Our first lemma is essentially due to Galvin and Prikry [2]. We 
learned about this from Simpson (cf. also [6]). 
LEMMA 1. Let A: [co]‘” -+ [w be Borel-measurable. Then there exists 
A E [w]” such that the restriction A 1 [A]” is a continuous mapping. 
Proof: Let (Z,),.,, be an enumeration of all open intervals in R which 
have rational endpoints. The Z, form a basis for the topology of the reals. 
Put A, = w and assume by induction that Ao,..., A, have been constructed 
such that for all i<j and all Ss {min Ao,..., min Ai) either A(SUX)EZ; 
for all XE [Ai+,]” or A(SuX)#Z; for all XE [Ai+,]“. According to the 
Galvin-Prikry theorem then there exists A,+, E [A,\{ min A,)]” such that 
for all SE {min Ao,..., min Aj} either A(SUX)EZ~ for all XE [A,, ,]I” or 
A(SuX)#Zjfor all XE [Ai+,]“. By construction then A = {min A,lj<o} 
has the desired properties. a 
Thus, instead of Borel-measurable mappings, we can restrict to con- 
tinuous mappings A: [w]” -+ R. For the remainder of this section let A: 
[w]” -+ R be an arbitrary but fixed continuous mapping. 
DEFINITION. Let S, T E [w ] < O, A E Co]“. S and T are separated by A 
iffA(SuX)#A(TuY)forallX, Y~[A]~withS<Xand T<Y.Sand T 
are mixed by A iff for no BE [A]” the sets S and T are separated by B. S 
and T are decided by A iff S and T are separated or mixed by A. 
LEMMA 2. Given S, T and A, there exists BE [A]” which decides S and 
T. Zf S and T are decided by B, then they are also decided by each C E [B]“, 
and C decides in the same way as B does. 
Proof: Obvious from the definition. 1 
LEMMA 3. Assume that R and S, as well as S and T are mixed b-y A. 
Then also R and T are mixed by A. 
Proof Assume to the contrary that there exists BE [A]” which 
separates R and T. Say RvSuT<B. Consider the set 
A= {XE[R]“‘/~YE[CB]“’ with A(Ru Y)=A(SuX)). .d is analytic, 
hence, by Silver’s result [S] there exists CE [B]“’ with [C’]“’ c .cd or 
[Cl” n .d = 0. Both cases lead to a contradiction: if [Cl” c ,d. then S 
and T are separated by c‘. if [C’]“‘n .cLI = 0, then R and S are separated 
by C. I 
DEFINITION. Let SE [w] <.“‘, A E [w]‘“. S is strongly separated by A iff 
for all {m, nf GA, S< (m, n}. the sets Su (m} and SW {n,’ are separated 
by A. S is strongly mixed by A iff for all (m, II) EA, S< (m, n}, the sets 
S u {m ) and S u {n 3 are mixed by A. S is strongly decided iff S is strongly 
separated or strongly mixed by A. 
LEMMA 4. If’ S is strongly mixed by A, then S and S u i a } are mixed by 
A,jor eoery aEA, SC {ui. 
Proof: Assume to the contrary that S and SW {a} are not mixed. Then 
there exists BE [A]“’ which separates S and Su (at, say Su {a) < B. But 
then Su {u} and S u (min B) are separated by B, contradicting that S is 
strongly mixed. 1 
LEMMA 5. Let R be strongly separated by A und let The arbitrary. Then 
there exists BE [A]‘” such that A(R u X) # A( Tu Y) ,for all X, YE [B]‘” 
with min X< min Y. 
Proof: Put A, = A and assume by induction that A, ,..., A., E [A]“’ have 
been constructed such that R u fmin A,} and T are decided by A, for every 
O,<i<j. Let Ai+, ~[A,‘\{minA~)]” such that also Rujmin A,) and T 
are decided by A, + , . Let B* = (min A, 1 j < (0). By construction, for every 
m E B* the sets Ru {m} and T are decided by B*. B* does not contain 
m #n such that both Ru {m} and T as well as Ru {tif and Tare mixed. 
Otherwise, by Lemma 3 the sets R u {m} and R u (n} would be mixed, 
contradicting that R is strongly separated. Hence, there exists BE [B*]“’ 
satisfying the assertion of the lemma. 1 
LEMMA 6. Let R and T be mixed by A, but assume that both R and Tare 
strongly separated by A. Then there exists BE [A]” such that jot- all h E B 
with Ru TC {h} the sets Ru (h} and Tu {h} are mixed by B. 
Proof According to Lemma 5 we can assume that (I) A(R u X) # 
A(Tu Y) for all X, YE [A]” with min Xfmin Y. Put A,, = A and assume 
by induction that A,,,..., A, have been constructed such that for all 0 ,< i < ,t 
the sets Ru {min A;) and Tu jmin A,) are decided by Aj. Let A,, , E 
[A,\{min At}]“’ be such that also Ru {minAi} and Tu (min A,) are 
decided by Ai+ , Clearly, for every m E B* = {min A, (,j< CO) the sets 
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Ru {m} and Tu {m} are decided by B*. By the pigeon-hole principle 
there exists BE [II*]” such that either all Ru {m} and TV {m}, m E B, are 
mixed by B-in which case we are done-or such that all R u {m} and 
T u ( m >, m E B, are separated by B. This would imply that (2) A (R u X) # 
A( Tu Y) for all X, YE [II]“’ with min X= min Y. But ( 1) and (2) together 
contradict that R and T are mixed. 1 
LEMMA 7. Given S and A, there exists BE [A]“’ which strongl), 
decides S. 
ProoJl Put A, = A and assume by induction that Ao,..., A, E [A]“’ have 
been constructed such that Su {min Ai} and S are decided by A, for every 
O<i< j. Let A,+, E [A,\(min A,}]” be such that also Su {min Aj) and S 
are decided by Aj+ , . By construction, for every m E B* = {min A i 1 j < w i 
the sets Su {m} and S are decided by B. Let BE [B*]‘” be such that (a) all 
SW(~) and S, me B, are separated by B, or (b) all Su (m) and S are 
mixed by B. If (a) occurs, then S is strongly separated by B. Thus assume 
that (b) occurs. We claim that for every m E B and CE [B]“’ with [m) < C, 
there exists DE [Cl”’ such that for every n E D the sets Su (m) and 
Su (a) are mixed by D. Put Co = C and assume by induction that 
Co,..., C, E [Cl”’ are such that S u {h f and S u { min C, ) are decided by C, 
for all O<i<j. Let C,,, E [C,\(min C,}]‘O be such that also Su {m) and 
S u { min C, > are decided. Then let D E [ { min C, / i < o )I” be such that (c) 
all S u {m } and S u {n}, n E D, are mixed by D (in which ca.se we are done 
with the claim), or such that (d) all Su (m} and Su {FZ;, n6D are 
separated by D. If (d) occurs, Su {m} and S would be separated by D, 
contradicting (b). 
Now we finish the proof as follows: Put B, = B and assume that B,,..., B, 
have been constructed such that for all 06 i< j and all rnE 
(min B,, , ,..., min B, 1 $ u Bj the sets Su (min Bi) and Su {m > are mixed 
by Bj. Let B,,, E [Bj\{ min B,}]‘” be such that also for all rn E B, +, the sets 
Su {min B,J and Su {m} are mixed by B,, , , such an B, + I exists 
according to the claim. Finally, then A* = { min B, 1 j < o) strongly mixes 
s. I 
LEMMA 8. There exists an A E [w]“’ which strongly decides each qf its 
,finite subsets. 
Proof Let A, E [o]” be such that A, strongly decides the empty set. 
This exists by Lemma 7. Assume by induction that Ao,..., Ai are constructed 
such that Aj strongly decides every SC (min A,,,..., min A,- , ). According 
to 2’ applications of Lemma 7 let Aj+, E [ A,j\ { min A.i} ] w be such that also 
all subsets Sr {min Ao,..., min Aj} are strongly decided by A, + , . 
Then A = { min Aj 1 j < w } has the desired properties. 1 
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By Lemma 8 we can assume that A: [o]“‘-+ iw is not only continuous. 
but that also o strongly decides each of its finite subsets. 
DEFINITION. The mapping y: Lw] <“’ -+ { .3, W) is defined by 
y(S) = il if w strongly separates S, 
=%Jt if Q strongly mixes S. 
The mapping E [o] CD -+ [w] “’ is defined by 
T(X)= {kEXIy(Xnk)=dj. 
LEMMA 9. There exists A E [o]“’ such that ,fur no X, YE [A]” there 
exists k E r( Y) with f(X) = IJ Y) n k, in other words, no T(X) is a proper 
initial segment of some r(Y). 
Proof Consider the set s= {XE [o]“IIJX)= @}. B is a Borel-set, 
in fact, @ is closed. Hence, by the Galvin-Prikry theorem [2] there 
exist A, E [w]” such that [&]“’ E.@ or Bn [&]“‘= 0. Assume by 
induction that Ao,..., Aj have been constructed in such a way that 
for all S C { min A0 ,..., min Aj-, } either T(S u X) c S for all 
XE [ (min &,..., min A,i-,}~A.,]” with S<Xor r(SuX) @ Sfor all XE 
min A _ 
!e~~~‘~~re exi’st$ A. 
} u A,]” with S < X. Again, invoking Galvin-Prikry’s 
,+, E [A,\{min A,}]” such that the inductive 
assumption is also satisfied for Ao,..., Ai+, . Then A = {min Ai1 j< of has 
the desired properties. 1 
DEFINITION. Let A E [o]” and iet d: [A]” -+ R be continuous. A is 
canonical iff 
(1) A strongly decides each of its finite subsets. 
(2) For no X, YE [A]” there exists k E f(Y) with T(X) = r(Y) n k, 
(3) if R, TE [A] <W, y(R) = y(T) = 6, and R and T are mixed by A, 
then for all meA with RUT-C {m} the sets Ru {m} and Tu {m) are 
mixed by A. 
LEMMA 10. There exists an A E [o]” which is canonical. 
Proof: By Lemmas 8 and 9 we can assume that o itself already satisfies 
(1) and (2). Let A0 = w and assume that A,,,..., Aj have been constructed 
such that Aj satisfies (3) for all R, Tc (min Ao,..., min Aj_, }. According to 
repeated applications of Lemma 6 there exists Aj + 1 E [ Aj\ { min Aj} ]” such 
that (3) is also satisfied for all S, Tz (min Ao,..., min Aj}. By construction 
then A = { min Ai 1 j < o} is canonical. 1 
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For the remainder of this section let A be a canonical set. We shall show 
that A satisfies the assertions of the main theorem. 
LEMMA 11. Let SO E S, E ... and T,, E T, G . . . be strictly ascending 
sequences of finite subsets of A. Assume that for all i < o the sets Si and T, 
are mixed by A. Then d(ui,,S,)=d(Ui<,,Tj). 
Prooj: For every i < o let Xi, Yi E [A]” be such that Si < Xi, T, < Y, 
and d(Si u Xi) = A( Ti u Yi). These sets exist, as Si and Ti are mixed by A. 
Obviously lim, < w Si u Xi = U,,,S, and lim,<,,, Ti v Y, = U,,,,, T,. Hence 
the assertion follows from the continuity of A. 1 
LEMMA 12. Let X, YE [A]” be such that I’(X) = r( Y). Then for all 
k E T(X) the sets X n k and Y n k as well as the sets Xn (k + 1) and 
Yn (k + 1) are mixed by A. 
Proof By definition of y it follows that y(Xn j) = y( Y n j) = m for all 
j < min X. Hence, by Lemma 3 and Lemma 4 the sets 0 and Xn min T(X) 
as well as 0 and Y n min T(X) are mixed. Therefore, again, by Lemma 3 
the sets Xnmin T(X) and Ynmin T(X) are mixed by A. By (3) of the 
definition of canonical it follows that Xn (min T(X) + 1) and 
Y n (min T(X) + 1) are mixed. By induction, using the same arguments 
repeatedly, the assertion follows. 1 
LEMMA 13. Let X, YE [A]” be such that T(X) = r( Y). Then 
A(X) = A(Y). 
Proof We distinguish whether T(X) is finite or infinite. First, let T(X) 
be finite, say k = max T(X). Then y(Xn (k + j)) = y( Yn (k + j)) = m for all 
j> 0. Thus, by Lemmas 3 and 4, the sets Xn (k + 1) and Xn (k + j) as well 
as the sets Y n (k + 1) and Y n (k + j) are mixed for each j > 0. From 
Lemma 12 we know that Xn(k+ 1) and Yn(k+ 1) are mixed. Hence, 
again by Lemma 4, for every j> 0 the sets Xn (k + j) and Yn (k + j) are 
mixed. Clearly, X= ujsO Xn (k + j) and Y = U,,O Y n (k + j) are mixed. 
Clearly, X = Ui, 0 Xn(k+j) and Y=Uj,O Yn (k + j), so the assertion 
follows from Lemma 11. Next let T(X) be infinite. Then X- Ukc,-,X) Xn k 
and Y= UkETcXj Yn k and the assertion follows from Lemmas 11 and 
12. 1 
LEMMA 14. Let X, YE [A]” be such that I’(X) # r(Y). Then 
A(X)#A(Y). 
Proof: Let m be maximal such that T(X) n m = f(Y) n m and let k 
(resp. 1) be the minimal elements in f’( X)\T( X) n m (resp. in 
r( Y)\T( Y) nm), k and 1 exist according to (2) of the definition of 
canonical. The proof of Lemma 12 actually shows that X n k and Y n 1 are 
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mixed by A. Also, k # 1, by choice of m, say k < 1. From (3) of the definition 
of canonical we infer that (Xn k) u {I} and (Yn I) u (1) are mixed. 
As y(Xn k) = J, the sets (Xnk)u jk} and (Xnk)u {r} are separated. 
Hence, by Lemma3, also Xn(k+l)=(Xnk)ujk) and Yn(l+l)= 
(Ynl)n {/} are separated. Thus d(X)#d(Y). 1 
3. PROOFS OF COROLLARIES 
(ad 1) According to the main theorem, we can assume that A: 
[A]*’ + o admits ;j: [A] <” -+ { .i, M 1 satisfying (i). (ii), and (iii). Let @ = 
{XE [A]“lr(X) is finite}. g is a Borel-set, in fact, 9J is open. By 
Galvin-Prikry’s theorem [2] there exists BE [A]” with [B]” c ~29 or 
[B]“nS?=@. 1 
(ad 2) Given d: [w]” +o, consider the mapping A*: [CO]‘” -+OI 
with d*(X) = d(X 1 k), where X 1 k denotes the set of the k first elements 
of X. According to the main theorem let A E [A]“, y and r satisfy (i), (ii), 
(iii) with respect to A*. Obviously, T(X) c X 1 k for every XE [Alk, thus 1 
can be viewed as a mapping r: [Alk -+ [A] ck. According to Ramsey’s 
theorem there exists BE [A]” and there exists JC {O,..., k - 1) such that 
T(S) = S : J for all SE [B]“. fi 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
(1) For every Borel-measurable mapping A: [CO]“’ + di!, where ,,ti is 
a metric space, the image of A is separable (cf. [6]). Using the same proof 
as for Lemma 1 then shows that A 1 [A]” is continuous for some 
A E [w]“. Hence, our main theorem remains valid if we replace Iw by an 
arbitrary metric space -4. 
(2) In fact, even more is true. The Ellentuck-topology on [w]‘” is the 
topology whose basic open sets are {SUX~XE [A]‘“} for SE [o] <” and 
A E Co]“, cf. [7]. Louveau and Simpson [S] showed that for every map- 
ping A: [w]” + J&‘, where 4 is a metric space, with the property that 
inverse images of open sets have the property of Baire with respect to the 
Ellentuck topology, there exists A E [w]‘” such that d 1 [A]” has a 
separable image. This implies that Lemma 1, and hence our main theorem, 
is valid for all such mappings. 
(3) It is reasonable to ask, whether our main theorem is valid for 
Borel-partitions on Co]“. Thereby, we call an equivalence relation 
n c [o]” x [o]” a Borel-partition iff 7~ is a Borel-set. Clearly, every Borel- 
measurable mapping A: [w]“’ -+ iw gives rise to a Borel-partition n by 
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Xx Y (mod rc) iff d(X) = A( Y), but generally not vice versa. Let us call a 
Borel-partition rr continuous iff for all sequences (Xi)i<w and ( Yi)i<o, with 
A’, 8 Y, (mod 71) it follows that also lim Xi xlim Y, (mod rc). Inspecting our 
proof shows that the main theorem would hold for Borel-partitions iff for 
every Borel-partition 71 on [o]” there exists an A E [CO]‘” such that rr 
restricted to [A]” is continuous. We are indebted to Simpson for bringing 
the following example to our attention: 
Define 7t by Xz Y (mod rc) if (XjY) u (T\$X) is a finite set. Then n is a 
Bore1 partition, but for no A E [CO]” the restriction of z to [A]” is con- 
tinuous. This shows also that it is essential for our main theorem to deal 
with Bore1 measurable mappings rather than Borei-partitions. 
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